Monitor and control on the go
MobilePlanner Tablet Edition

Omron's MobilePlanner Tablet Edition is an easy to use, portable, monitoring and control user interface tool for LD mobile robots. The MobilePlanner Tablet Edition is a lite user interface designed for viewing and controlling the robot fleet from a mobile device or tablet.

Omron also offers the MobilePlanner PC edition which provides full configuration and control capabilities for Omron LD mobile robots, Enterprise Manager with map editing and job administrations.

Manage your LD mobile fleet from your tablet

- Monitor Single Robots or an Entire Fleet
- Easy-to-Use Troubleshooting and Control
- Flexible Access Control
Monitor Single Robots or an Entire Fleet:
• View location and status of robots in color-coded map
• View alerts if robots need assistance
• View robots’ coordinates, battery level and travel speed
• View job counts in current job queue

Easy-to-Use Troubleshooting and Control:
• View robots’ laser readings
• Localize robots when needed
• Send robots to dock or other points on map
• Manually drive robots
• Initiate map-making process

Flexible Access Control:
• Support user account and passwords
• Control access levels
• Send robots to dock or other points on map
• Control multiple LD mobile robots and Enterprise Managers

Available in Google Play and iOS App Stores.
Minimum System Requirements:
Screen Size: > 5.5 inch
iOS Version: >10.x
Android Version: 6.x Marshmallow

Google Play iOS Store